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Senators and Ex-officio Members of the Senate

FR(jM

Ulrich H. Hardt, Secretary of the Faculty
The Senate will hold its regular meeting on Monday, May 4, 1981,
at 3:00 p.m. in 150 CH.
Agenda:
A.

*B.
C.
D.

Roll
Approval of the Minutes of the April 6 and 13, 1981, Senate Meetiogs
Announcements and Communications from the Floor
Question Period
1.
Questions for Administrators
a.

Question to President Blumel (submitted by the Senate
Steering Committee):
"We understand that the University of Oregon has
implemented a new early retir~ment incentive program
of which· several faculty members have taken advantage.
How do PSU's early retirement incentives compare with
those of UO? What specific steps is the administration
taking to implement similar incentives at PSU at the
earliest possible date?"

(i
(

2.
Questions from the Floor for the Chair
Reports from the Officers of the Administration and Committees
*1.
Bud~et Committee Annual Repott~- Brenner
*2.
University Athletics Board Annual Report--Lockwood
*3.
.University·Scholars Board Annual Report--Limbaugh
'*4.
Teacher Education Committee Annual Report--Rose
F.
Unfinished Business
*1.
Proposed Constitutional Amendment (Article III, Section 1),
First Reading-- Midson
*2.
Proposed Constitutional Amendment (Article III, Section 3),
First Reading--Karant-NLmn
G.
New Business
*1.
Chal~enge Program Recommendation--Tosi
H.
Adjournment
E.

()

*The following documents are included in this mailing:
B
Minutes of the April 6 and 13, 1981, Senate Meetings
El
Budget Committee Annual Report**
E2
University Athletics Board Annual Report**
E3
University Scholars Board Annual Report**
E4
Teacher Education Committee Annual Report**
Fl
Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Article III, Section 1**
F2
Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Article III, section 3**
Gl
Challenge Program Recommendation
.
Senators unable to attend the meeting should pass this mailing
on to their alternates.

PORTLANb STATE UNIVERSITY

Minutes:
Presiding Officer:
Secretary:

Faculty Senate Meeting, April 6, 1981
Marjorie Enneking
Ulrich H. Hardt

Members Present:

Abbott, Adams, Alberty, Bates, Beeson, Bennett,
Bentley, Bierman, Bingham, Breedlove, Bruseau,
Buell, Bunch, Chavigny, Chino, Conroy, Crowley,
baily, Dart, Diman, Dressler, Dunbar, E. Enneking,
M. Enneking, Fiasca, Goekjian, Gorg, Goslin, Grimes,
Hales, Heflin, Howard, Jenkins, Johnson, Kimbrell,
Kirrie, Lehman, Midson, Moor, Morris, Mueller, L.
Nussbaum, R. Nussbaum, Oh, Rad, Scheans, Sugarman,
Swanson, Tuttle, Youngelson, Williams, Wurm, Wyers.

Alternates Present:

beGraaf for Giachetti, Courtney for Brooke, Male for
Burden, Westbrook for Burns, Chapman for Dueker,
Parshall for L. Nussbaum (part of meeting).

Members Absent:

Alexander, Clark, Dreyer, Feldesman, Heyden, Manning,
Muller, Whi te.

Ex-officio Members

Blumel, Corn, Erzurumlu, Forbes, Gard, Gruber, Hardt,
Heath, Hoffman, Howard, Leu, Morris, Nicholas, Parker,
Pfingsten, Rauch, RosS, Schendel, Todd, Toulan,
Trudeau, Van't Slot.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Howard and Erzurumlu were present at the March 2 Senate meeting, and Howard's
question for the chair (p. 21) was concerning the Committee on committees'
recommendations regarding all University committees, made last spring.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Karant-Nunn reported that the Advisory Council had written a letter to the
State Board of Higher Education and that a reply from Edward Harms was on file
in the Secretary's office.
M~

Enneking announced that the next meeting of the all-University committee
chairs would be held on Thursday, April 16, at noon in 230 SMC.

Gard reminded the Senate that the 1981 Condon Lecture would be delivered by
Dr. Ruddell, internationally known authority on cell biology.
Leu announced that three $1000 graduate scholarships in Education will be
available in honor of Dr. Elizabeth Drews.
The "quality of life" program was announced for April 8, with Dr. Grams
speaking on the topic "Who Rules the University?"
Bentley urged the immediate return of the Committee on Committees' survey
regarding service on committee preference.
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REPORTS FROM OFFICERS OF THE ADMINISTRATION AND COMMITTEES
1.

The Annual Report of the Academic Requirements Committee, was accepted.
Referring to #13, Tuttle asked how many students were involved, and
Midson replied not many. Buell wanted to know the rationale behind
increasing the TOEFL score from 500 to 525. Midson said it was an
effort to raise the standard of general education, particularly with
students who had language difficulty. Heath added that CADS made the
request for the increased TOEFL score after hearing many complaints
by PSU faculty that foreign students could not do the required work.
Students scoring below 525 will be placed into the ESL program if space
allows.

'2.

The Annual Report of the Committee on Effective Teaching was accepted.
Minson inquired how the total amount of dollars available was determined, and Heath responded that last year's allocations were essentially used, in spite of the budget cuts.

3.

The Annual Report of the General Student Affairs Committee was accepted.
Yorks emphasized that most of the Committee's work was concerned with
disciplinary procedures, and that the Committee responded to student
requests as an advocate of students. He wondered if the procedures in
the Student Conduct Code specifying Hearing Panel selections would be
adequate should student complaints increase significantly. Williams,
however, pointed out that of the eighteen disciplinary cases, only one
has asked for a hearing so far.

4.

Brenner gave what he termed the "second interim report" of the Budget
Committee, pointing out that the Committee's final decisions on
recommendations for the nature of program reductions would not be made
for two or three weeks. A subcommittee has written a draft for discussion purposes within the full Committee whose members are now discussing the criteria for program eliminations and the nature of specific
cuts. A second draft is not expected for two weeks. All scenario
selections and rankings are being discussed thoroughly. He reported
that the Budget Committee had received only a few reactions following
his report at the March Senate meeting, and he pointed out that there
was no conspiracy against Arts and Letters or Sciences, because the
value weights assigned to them and the professional schools were so
close. He presented the following chart to show the nature of reductions, instruction vs. non-instruction:
OVERALL
CUT/YR.
$ 1 M
2

3
4
5
6

INSTRUCTION
500,000
1,100,000
1,800,000
2,500,000
3,200,000
3,900,000

$

NON-INSTRUCTION
$ 500,000
900,000
1,200,000
1,500,000
1,800,000
2,100,000

(
(
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Brenner said that $1 - 6 million were the only cuts being considered,
and that cuts beyond $6 million were unlikely. He also pointed out
that the plan protects more of the non-instruction area, because those
funds have always been cut first and services are threatened. He
talked in terms of three types of reduction within instruction and
explained how they would be balanced. a) Find as many dollars as
possible of "specific cuts" which do not involve layoffs or serious
program quality deterioration (e.g., move department heads from 12
to 9 Months). b) use "program eliminations" at each level of cut,
focusing on the program's nature vs. the University's mission. c)
Allocate the "general cuts" to the rest of the departments on a selective basis, using growth projection as the major criterion. Three
aspects of growth were turned into criteria: pure growth (student FTE
growth), student growth vs. faculty growth, and workload (actual
student/faculty ratio vs. standard ratio established in 1973-74).
Brenner presented the following visual to illustrate the general cut
criteria implementation:

Pure
Growth

student Growth
vs.
Faculty Growth
,

Workload
. S/F Ratio
vs.
Standard
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\
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Most protected
Least protected

* Groups were determined to equalize $ per group
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As the overall size of the budget reduction increases, the groups
are phased in, starting with the least protected group first. At
each $1 million more of reduction, another group is phased in. The
final number of groups has not been determined,
The work remaining to be done by the Budget Committee is the establishment of program elimination criteria, determination of program
eliminations and at what levels they occur, and specific recolnmendations for non-instructional reduction. Brenner summarized his
report by saying that the Budget Committee is taking its job very
seriously and has attempted to take the most University-wide view
possible. At this point the Committee favors program elimination
over across-the-board cuts, and it wants to protect the Library and
Computer Center. He emphasized that input to the Committee should
be given immediately. Gard asked how program was defined and Brenner
replied that the Committee had consulted with ........
Corn who had said that
program could be units, departments, or units within departments.
Ross wanted to know if there will be any qualitative evaluation of
programs or if the Committee is looking at dollars only. Brenner
replied that the Committee assumed that all programs are good; he
doubted if any program coordinator would step forward and identify
his/her program as mediocre. Ross urged that at the university level
one ought to ask what the University should look like. The market
concept is not sufficient; one must consider quality. Toulan added
that graduate programs, especially Ph.D. programs, must be treated
differently; reductions cannot be done statistically. Brenner
reiterated that the growth scenario seems to be the best at this time.
Gard pointed out that indirect cost recovery ought to be considered,
and Brenner agreed, emphasizing that cuts at the various levels are
really minimal. Youngelson wanted to know if minimal levels would be
considered, and Brenner reassured that all cuts will be carefully
looked at before final plans are made. Gard suggested that the 1979-80
student/faculty ratio would have been better to use rather than the
1973-74, and Buell said that a formula must be found that does not make
the plump plumper and the lean leaner. Hales pointed out that the
university has grown since 1973-74 and now included new ph.D. programs
whose student/faculty ratio must be considered. At this point KarantNunn said it should be remembered that the Budget Committee is rendering
advice to the President; it is not making decisions, but Kimbrell added
that we live in danger that the President will take the Committee's
ad~ice.
Bunch said he was pleased with getting this kind of detailed
information on the financial picture of the University and urged
Senators to give input to the Budget Committee, as requested by Brenner.
5.

Pointing out that the Advisory Council is not made up of representatives
from all divisions of the University, Karant-Nunn said it was therefore
not surprising that the thrust of the Council's discussion should be
different from the Budget Committee's -- philosophical rather than
statistical. Above all the Council thinks that it should ask what a
university is, and it has discussed the following points with the
President:
a.

First and foremost, totally and perpetually, the Library must be
spared (books, journals, bindings, services).
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b.

If program reductions become necessary, retain those that
constitute a part of the traditional liberal arts curriculum
without which the University is not a university,
currently respond to sizeable and proven needs of the
community,
maintain a high quality of instruction,
bring PSU national renown, and
meet a reasonable standard of cost effectiveness.

c.

If cuts have to be made, they and their effects should be pointed
out visibly to the public (e.g., no commencement exercises, no
cosmetic building upkeep).

d.

Dismissal of faculty and administrators should be in proportionate
p~rcentages.

e.

All employees should be given options of taking vacations.

f.

Faculty should be allowed to reduce FTE voluntarily.

g.

The University should gain publicity and inform the public.

h.

The PSU Foundation should launch an
to pick up the slack.

i.

Alumni should be built up in order to lend more support.

(

\

energetic fund-raising campaign

Daily asked whether the Council had talked about having the entire faculty
go to Salem, short of a strike, and Karant-Nunn said it had not been
considered. E. Enneking asked what the effects would be if PSU made the
crisis look worse than OSU or UO did. Blumel replied that PSU is
inevitably more public because of collective bargaining. He had to write
the letter of early warning; he had to go to the SBHE and consult with
them regarding the declaration of exigency and program elimination. Even
raising the possibility changes the sense under which the institution
operates. The other schools would rather not raise questions, because
the very fact of raising them damages the schools. The President pointed
out that he had taken the preliminary steps and had asked for discussion
at the March Senate meeting. So far he has received specific recommendations only from the AAUP, and those verbally. He again asked for input
from the Senate. Swanson wanted to know if PSU would be more hurt than
the other universities, and Blumel replied that the Chancellor says all
will be hurt equally. Kimbrell asked whether exigency was the same as
bankruptcy. Blumel said that exigency meant not having the money to
fulfill the contractual obligations. He said that there had not been
enough discussion of the effects of declaring exigency and that we needed
to talk of the impact on students and the long-term impact on society.
Johnson pointed but that during the last five years PSU faculty have bent
over backwards to serve all students, and Blumel observed that the funding
formula used is self-defeating; now because of reduced funding we must
serve reduced numbers of students. Midson asked if the President, after
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identifying the areas of cuts, would go public with them before declaring
exigency. Blumel replied that the collective bargaining plan did not
allow that. He also indicated that he needed the advice from the Advisory
Council, Budget Committee, Council of Academic Deans, and the Educational
policies Committee before a decision is made. Buell wanted to know when
the legislature is likely to give its final word on the biennium budget.
Blumel thought in late Mayor June, which makes maximum faculty input
impossible. M. Enneking said it was important that we hear all committee
reports on this issue so that the faculty will be informed before votes
are necessary on whether to declare exigency now or later. Beeson asked
if ,a detailed PSU plan for retrenchment would be viewed as a target of
opportunity.
6.

Rel10rt

In the interest of time, Tuttle summarized the Educational Policies
Committee's report to the President on budget reductions. It is here
given in its entirety.

to

President Ulumcl on

Budg~t

Reductions

April 1; 1981

lntroduetion
The J:.ducational Policies Committee's chief concern is \./ilh long-ruu;;c educatiolldl
policy aud- with recommenuations and procedures for the shurt-rull, insofar <15 tlley
are seen from the perspective of our mission anel insofar as tll(~Y appear to muve ;
us toward or away from our long-range goals.
We se~ our missions anel goals from the point of view of Tile Portland State University Guidelines', as interpreted in the light of common sense and of the role
of the university in our society.
We fael comvelled to declare at outset that every opportunity must be taken to
state cogently Clnd forcefully to the public and its representatives that this
university has never been afforded the funds necessary to fulfill tile responsibility it has been given to bear, and to communicate our serious concern at being askeel toelo the job we are professionally conunitted to with even less adequate
support than before.
lh~ reconullcnelations. evaluations, and observations that we make in what follows
do not address by any ineans all aspects of the impendinft budr.etary crisis.
50lilC of our statcl\lentl:> may seem to state the obvious. and sOllie may S<.lern to deal
with matters that are too narrow or too tlislant to have individually any gr(;!at
impact un the inullediaLe pruulem. But we believe that they reflect guieling principals useful in judging the long-range eelucational uetiirauility of short-range
actt>.
.

Rauklng of Educational Valoes
(

(:nu of last .~ov~liIl.>cr, the Luucallonal l't)l Lcies (;ommi t lee iaaa clcvoted
its weekly meetings to tllscussing wllnt would make a'long list of wide-ranging
valu(:s anJ actions. All of the values discussed 1lI0st frequently, IllOSt intensively.anu sometimes most heatedly appear on the list of len values offered as
$!IlCC ttl..:
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(

Lxhibil 4 in tilt! Budget Commitl~e's statement presented at the Hardl Faculty
Senate I1lCl!tJn~. III the following table. rankln~~s of those values by the Uud~et
ComOlitt~~ arl! haseu on its asslgncll weights; ranl..!nns by the Educational Policies
COllli,l1t tec r~f It!ct an averaging of the ranklngs llIade by nine. of e lcven voting r.lemb~r~.
lhesclected COIIIOlents that follow reflect strongly expresseu reservations
or qualifications, some of which, c.g •• the fear of diScrlmil\ating against diversity, w111 rcappt:!ar in statt:!nlcnts further along itl this report.

Bud be l CUIIIlll Lt le e
i{ank ing ~ __

HNAL llllUCEl GtMLS

Al~lJ

VALUhS LIST

__(lludoCl_ COUlmittee interim R{!port)

Educational Pdlicies
Comm! ttec I~anking

(1) Provide programs in arts and scicnces

2

1

(2)

5

(3)

6/7

(4 )

3

(5)

4

(6)

9

(7)

(8)

0/7

(9)

(10)

10

that arc generally recognizcu as essential to a university.
Provide programs in s~lected professional fields.
Offer programs and services which
meet the needs anu demands of our
urban constituency.
Strive to maintaln and improve the
quality of academic programs.
Prbvide graduate and doctoral programs which meet state, regional.
and national needs.
Engage in research and creative
activities in all academic areas
of the university.
Provide cultural and recreational
events for both the University and
surrounding conmlUnities.
Attract a diverse group of quality
students.
Haintain and attract quality faculty
and staff by adequate compensation
and support services.
Continue the progress made toward
achieving affirmative action goals~

1

2

3
.&

4

s

7
8

10

Comments. based on E.P.C. discussions of these and related values:
*(1)

(2)

minority of the cOlllmittee leans toward shifting more of our lowerdivision. undl!rgraduate .responsibility to the community colleges.

A

A majority of the conulIlltee Dl!lieves that our statell goal of diversity

and breadth would not be best served by a vocational orientation.
(])

uiscussion of our urban mission has stressed not only programs witll an
urban focus, Dut also our responsibility to the diverse needs of a
l,lrgc cunstituency of part-time and special stullents of all ages and
Jiffcring backGroulIds.

__________0

..

~

_ _

*fht.!se lIumbers cvrrclal~ wilh ti'l~ IlIliolIH'I~ III

till' 1·1:•. \1.

IWIILL'! (,dAI.S A;.II \',\LlIl.S LiST
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.h:aJcOiic (Iuallty mu~t be IhCLuwrcd not only in terms of the conventional
stunJurJ~ for iuJi.viJuul programs, but also in terms of how well we
meet the diversc needs of the students.
(5)

CraJuatc Jlrogralll~ sltuuhl be expected to meet high stllndards of Cluality
anJ reasohable "~usure$ uf productivity.

(6)

I~o OllC questions tile
bcclll.:q)re!:is~J alluul

illlportance of this valul.:'; strong reservations have
lhl! USe of /I pu blicali\)I\/1 us.a lIIt!asure of pel·f\)rmanc~.

(0)

See COIIUllcnts 011 (1), (2), and (3). There hns been strong expression of
tile (cur lhal \ole ml~~hl be tempted to discriminate against low-credit
registrants through changes in scheduling practices.

(~)

A minority feels that the great~r risk of long-term damage to t!clucational quality comes from continued, even accelerated, erosion of facully income and support services, rather than from loss of staff through
selective program reduction.

(10)

The majority feels that affirmative action goals, unlilw tlte other values
on the list, now have legal protection, anJ that lhis value, important
as it is, is not really comparable to the others.

Among the values it has discussed that are not on the foregoing list, one lilat
the Committee has returned to several times is the value represented uy our
library collections. Our distress at the cuts made in tile Library budget last
fall was partly relieved by the partial restorations made during winter term.
We did not attempt to rank the library among the foregoing values. but if we had
it would certainly have bCl!n placed very high. and we strons~commend against
further reductions that interfere with building our holdings.
llecause \-/C havt! no more details of the nudeetCommittee' s proposed priori ty
process than were presented to the Faculty Senate, the gducational Policies
Commlttcil! is unable to co~nent further on that process, except to express its
admiral10n for the nudget Committee's success in having been able to commit
itself to such a clear set of premises and conclusions.
On Long-Hanue Prospects
All members of the Lducational Policies Couunittee have had. constantly in mind
the knowledge that steps taken to deal with large budget reductions can. without
our realizing it, change forever the shape of the University. Thus, from the
standpoint of long-range educational policy, judgments made about priorities
under the prcssure for ililnwdiate decisions must not be seen as definitive of
long-range polley, evell though maJe with as much care as tillle permits. Judgment
eVl~n more carefully madl! l\Iust guide the actions that will be made possible by
the eventual restoration of funding. ~~e recommend reaffirmation of The Guidelines as the basis for the continued development of the University.
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This CllllllI.itt~~ hat> ncitlll:f the uata nor the expert auvicc reCJuired to enable .it
to iJentify the precise circumstances aud the exact level s of bmJr,et reduction
that wuulJ necc$sitate declarations under these two conditions. He also realize
that dcdt>ions will have [,0 be made finally on hypothetical bases.
Even though our rCCOllllnel\UtltiOlls of Uecember 11 proved in some respects to be
premature, we believe their principle pctmise is sound and relevant to our continuing situation, and so we repeat it:
.
..
\.,rl; believe that essentiality (of programs and services) is determined

at lids time by (lur mor,ll ObUn03lion to aJ lo\oJ prc,scntly enrolled stuto continuc ill tllcir c1lOscn eJucationa.l llillhs, as provided for
in the lIniversity catalog, or to give tltChI fafr warning of any inescapab J t: need to c1wugc tile.:! r J i rcc t tOil ,
d~llt::;

We bdicvc that conuuitmcnts we have made through our instructional programs must
be given the highest priority, and that our justification as an educational
enterprise rests upon our combination of students, creative and scholarly
teachers, library, and physical facilities. \~e recommend against eliminating
any significant part of our instructional program as an alternative to giving
tim~ly notice to faculty not contributing to that enterprise; but we strongly
recommend, otherwise, taking the strongest measures to avoid declaring financial
exigency at all, including such last rcsort !'1cthods <\s these:
(

(

1)

Nine month appointments for department heads and possibly
administrators;

2)

Faculty load increased (but absolutely limited to the fi rl:lt year of
the biennium);

3)

Salary reduction.

SOInC

other

On the matter of salary reduction, we urge that a strong argument be presented
to the toard and the Legislature for expressing it as deferred compensation.
We recommend also a reasonable application of the principle o£student and
comniunity den.and. Demand is fickle. Yet any program that posits job pLacement
as a principal goal, but that enrolls and places few students, ought to be
closely scrutinized.
I
Enrollment Limitation!;
In contemplating enrollment limitations, the Committee has kept in mind the
special nature of the University's urban clientele, and of its policy of responding to a diversity of student needs. We recommend that llighest priority
be given to admitted students continuing in their programs; that the next
highest priority be given, first, to students transferring from community
colleges and, second, to transfers from other colleges and universities; and
that lowestprlority be given to entering freshmen, admitted first come,
first served. \o1e reconuuend against raising the entrance GPA.
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This rl!COIIUIIl!nJat ion has an apparent impll cation that n('cds comment. These
priorities ar~ for the short-tenal only. \.Je do not intend to iml:ly'. that ,we
favor sldfling the lower-division program to the community college!:l. \.Jc do,
lIowevcr, 1ns1::;l on our program CUlIlIlIltlllcnts to prescntly admitt~t1 students.
III rccolIlI:it:ndlng that we continue to admit freshmen under present CPA rcquire-

lIIeut~, We acknowledgc our continuing rel:>ponsibility to provide opportunities

for uc.lIanJing preparatory and relllcdial work in sOllie area!:l. \.Je ~e~ommend that
L1liti work pay its own way hy means of an arrangement through D.C.E.

Hc want nothing we suy \Il:rc Lo be construed as sum;csting any relaxing of. the
c;:pectathlll of the highesl quaU ty of performance by students once admlt ted ••
As for quality, it is an important criterion for detcnllining program priorities.
But the conventional Il\CUl:>urcs of program <lual ity areuat the sole measures of
the quality of tJniv\!rsity. Tllc quality of the llnlvcrsityrcsts in parl on ~he
\.'xtcnl tu \-Illldl We li,cl;:l, \.Iilh a variety (If Itl~h ((lInlity l'rogralll~, the diverse
I\l:cd~ lit tlt~ Lllll,I.,lII11ly.
Other Ncasun.:s
Uurillg dl~cussio"s, Commltl~e members have raised from time to time several
memmres that could have more or less impact on the cost of higher education.
These include extending the principal of differential tuition; serious review,
perhaps by the Curriculum Conanittee or by a Select Committee, of course duplication and overlap; establishing equitable standards for faculty loads;
initiating and implementing a policy on early and partial retirement; reorganizing the academic structure of the University.
l~o

topic has recurred more often in our discussions than that of the ncell fur
the most vigorous arid sophisticated program to carry Portland Stcite's message
to the community and to the state. We believe the faculty can do more than it
has been asked to do, and more than anyone else, to give that message strength,
first through its productivity in the classroom, the laboratory, the stuJy and
the studio; and then, importantly, as voices speaking for the University in
every .available medium and forum. Only by this means can we gain the support
frOlll private resources that the modern public university must have to be truly
cf fcctlve.
Educational Policies Committee
Gerald Blake, Urban Affairs
Oma Blankenship, Health & Physical Education
Michael Carl, Education
John Dart, Geography
Roger Hoseley, Nanagement
Thorn Neff, Engineering & Applied Science
Guido Pinamonti, Social Work
Walter Shold, Division of Continuing Education
Robert Tuttle, ~nglish, Chairperson
Robert VanAtta, Earth Sciences
Robert Walker, Television Services

(
(
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7.

Lovell, chairperson of the AAUP Budget Committee, showed four graphs
to illustrate the budgetary structure of PSU and the effects of
various cuts on that s~ructure. He also distributed the detailed
report which follows the graphs.

$S6 OOOJOOO
I

1980-81 ·BUDGET
$20 000 000
1

1

i

WE CONTROL THIS PART ~

Ilill!II!lil!IIIIII!III!III!!'llli!lllllllil!II!lil!lI I I!
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1980-81
$36.000.000

1980-81
$36,000,000
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...

FACULTY IMPACT... - - _ - - -..

16.6 F.T.E.
1%
• 6.3 F.T.E
3%
• 18.9 F.T.E
6%
• 38 F.T.E.
10%
• 63 F.T.E.
VACANCIES 2/10/81· 28.7 F.T.E.
ASSUMESJ $36 1 000 1 000 BASEl 50-60% TEACHING
$1 1 000 1 000

(

(

.

FACULTY

•

a $23 000 + 0.281 •
1

$30 000
1
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REPORT OF THE AAUP BUDGET COMMITTEE:
April 2, 1981

Hugh Lovell (Chairman), Marvin Beeson,
Oma Blankenship, Nathan Cogan, John Hammond,
Joseph Kohut, Jane Kristof, John Lind,
Don Moor, Shripad Tuljapurkar, Elaine Spencer!
Howard Widdowson, and David Wrench

1.

The present financial problem has brought about an unprecedented amount of
communication between the faculty and the administration. Ip the process
many faculty members have been involved in detailed study of budget and other
documents of which they were previously unaware. We believe that the University as a whole will benefit from the increased level of faculty understanding
of budgetary and policy issues. that it should not be limited to periods of
financial entrenchment, but should become a permanent feature of University
life.

2.

The AAUP Budget Committee spent most of the time at its disposal in an
effort to define and weigh the goals and values which it believes should
govern the retrenchment process. The attachment to this report lists the
various goals and values which we identified, and groups them :f.ntoseven
major categories.
ACADEMIC QUALITY - 21.4%
STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES - 11.1%
MANPOWER NEEDS - 9.3%
OTHER GOALS - 11.7%

3.

UNIVERSITY CHARACTER - 6.8%
MORALE - 31.5%
DEMAND - 8.1%

The PSU-AAUP Collective Bargaining Agreement provides that layoffs within a
department are to be made in inverse order of seniority except as modified
(a) to insure "the ability 6f the remaining faculty to meet adequately the
needs of the department, including the need for various areas of specialization"
and (b) to comply, "with the University's Affirmative Action Program and goals."
The MUP Budget Conunittee believes that the departmental faculty is the body
best qualified to judge the department's needs, including the need for
specialization. Hdwever, the fact that a decision to layoff a partiCUlar
person is recommended by his or her department does not necessarily mean that
the decision is fair, or just, or in conformity with the requirements of the
University as a whole. We believe that the administration should review
departmental reconunendations with this in mind, and that the Association be
prepared to assist appeals against unjust decisions at either level as provided
by Article 19 of the Agreement.

4.

I,
(

We make the following specific reconunendations:
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c.

Those to be terminated should be given a choice between one year's notice
at full time and two year's notice at one-half time (or the equivalent).

d.

Program reductions are to be avoided if possible. Opportunistic and/or
across the board reductions are to be preferred if budget reductions are
relatively small. Program reductions should be avoided unless budget
reductions are relatively large. If program reductions are necessary,
consideration should be given to the elimination of a graduate program or
some other identifiable aspect of a given department's activities.

e.

Termination due to budget reduction should NOT be used as a pretext for
termination due to other reasons. Faculty members, if any, who are remiss
in their performance, have a basic right to prior warning and an opportunity
to improve before e~treme disciplinary measures are taken. The use of
budget reduction as a pretext for the termination of any such people
deprives them of a fundamental right. It also leaves those who were
honestly terminated for budgetary reasons suspicious and fearful that
undisclosed, and/or improper reasons also figured in the decision to
termina te them.

f.

Assistance should be provided to those who are terminated. This should
include (a) measures to assist them in adjusting to loss of position and
income, including relocation in the University or elsewhere, retrbining,
and University-arranged internships to help them make the transition of
business or other employment; (b) emergency financial support to those
who need it, including coverage under health and other insurance plans,
and (c) continued University privileges, including use of a University
title, for those who are laid off.

g.

An immediate report on the impact that forced or voluntary early retirement
would have on a f~c~lty person's retirement or other benefits.

(

\

Note: These recommendations are not intended to rule out voluntary leaves
of absence, shared appointments or other responses available for departmental consideration under Article 18, Section 4 of the Agreement.

WEIGHTED LIST OF BUDGET GOALS AND VALUES - AAUP BUDGET COMMITTEE - APRIL 3, 1981
Quality instruction 4.5%
Advancement of knowledge 3.3%
Wide range of undergraduate subjects and disciplines 4.1%
Wide range of graduate subjects and disciplines 3.1%
Library and other basic facilities 4.2%
Community oriented research and education 2.2%

ACADEMIC QUALITY - 21.4%

Courses that broaden student perspectives 3.4%
Self-development in performing and creative arts 2.7%
Counseling, student health, etc. 1.7%
Individualized programs for exceptional students 1. 5%
Remedial courses and physical education 1. 8%

STUDENl' OPPORTUNITIES - 11.1%

Career related and professional programs 3.5%
MA/MS programs in career-related fields interdisciplinary 2.7%
PhD programs in career related interdisciplinary fields 3.1%

MANPOWER NEEDS - 9.3%

Preserving the urban emphasis of activities and programs 2.2%
Maintaining regional and international programs that contribute to the cosmopolitan character of the University 1.5%
Meeting the needs of students who combine work and study or
who return after months or years of full .time work 3.1%

UNIVERSITY CHARACTER - 6.8%

Retain as many people as possible, even on reduced FTE 7.9%
Provide at least nine-months' advance notice of layoff 7.4%
Maintain adequate instructional and research support 8.8%
Provide full time employment to retained faculty 3.9%
Provide catch-up and keep-up salary increases 3.5%

MORALE - 31.5%,.

Strong student demand 3.1%
High rates of enrollment growth 2.0%
Good employment opportunities for graduates 1.7%
Significant external (financial) support 1.3%
Maintain integrity and effectiveness of existing programs 1.1%
Meet the University's long range objectives 1.4%
Be consistent with University's affirmative action program 1.3%
Maintain favorable student/faculty ratios 1.3%
Encourage faculty productivity and development 2.3%
Favor traditional departments over special programs 1.4%
Achieve significant savings over cost 1.0%
}fuximize end of biennium budgets, etc. 1.5%
Love 11 - April 1

DEMAND - 8.1%

OTHER GOALS - 11.7%

99.9%
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At 5:13 p.m., the Senate meeting was recessed until April 13 at 3:00 p.m.

FACULTY SENATE MEETING, APRIL 13, 1981
Members

Pres~nt:

Alexander, Bates, Beeson, Bennett, Bentley,
Bierman, Bingham, Buell, Bunch, Burden,
Chino, Clark, Conroy, Crowley, Dart, Diman,
Dressler, Dueker, E. Enneking, M. Enneking,
Fiasca, Giachetti, Goekjian, Grimes, Heyden,
Howard, Johnson, Kimbrell, Kirrie, Lehman,
Manning, Midson, Moor, Morris, Mueller,
Muller, L. Nussbaum, R. Nussbaum, Oh, Rad,
Scheans, Sugarman, Swanson, Tuttle, Youngelson,
White, Williams, Wy~rs.

Alternates Present:

Zegretti for Abbott, D. Johnson for Brooke,
westbrook for Burns.

Members Absent:

Adams, Alberty, Breedlove, Bruseau, Chavigny,
Daily, Dreyer, Dunbar, Feldesman, Goslin, Gorg,
Hales, Heflin, Jenkins, Patton, Wurm.

Ex-officio Members
Present:

Blumel, Corn, Erzurumlu, Forbes, Gard, Gruber,
Guy, Hardt, Harris, Heath, Hoffman, Howard,
Morris, Parker, Pfingsten, Rauch, ROss, Schendel,
Todd, Toulan,Trudeau, Van't Slot.

The recessed Senate meeting was called to order by M. Enneki~, and she asked
the President to respond first to the four committee reports from the previous
week dealing with the financial crisis. Blumel said that there had been
numerous expressions of lack of clarity regarding the disadvantages and advantages of declaring financial exigency and the timinq of that declaration. He
explained the distinction as being between two formal processes, the difference hinging on the notice required for affected persons being laid off.
According to the collective bargaining agreement, any program r~duction or
elimination would require a 12-month notice; under declared financial exigency
a 12-month notification is not mandatory. Thus no program reductions requiring termination of faculty would be possible for fall of 1981 without financial
exigency, and notice would have to be given by June 15, 1981, for fall 1982.
Since collective bargaining requires specific steps to be taken in the development of plans for either program reduction or financial exigency, and since it
is doubtful that they can be effectively accomplished in time for-notices to
be given by June 15, the only option available to us would be the declaration
of financial exigency. So Blumel said we are faced with the question of
whether, and if so, when to declare exigency, that b~ing the only alternative
open. We have no way to know with any real certainty what the outcome of the
appropriation process of the legislative session will be; we only know that
there will be major budget reductions. The formal process for the declaration
was begun with the February 17, 1981, letter to the PSU faculty, and the Senate
was given notice at the March 2 meeting. Consultation has also occurred with
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AAUP. Now the timing has to be decided, and the President asked the Senate
for advice on the timing. The President is required, subsequent to that
declaration, to prepare a tentative plan for reductions, but it.cannot be
presented until the declaration of exigency is made. The tentative plan is
a basis for full discussion of all the possibilities. Blumel pointed out
that if he were to do this before the legislative decisions were made, the
plan would of necessity have to be a set of contingency plans, up to a
certain maximum cut-off. Though there are advantages to having early
notification, the~e would be a degree of uncertainty, and the contingency
plans of notification could cause morale problems which may be worse than
the inevitable morale problems we face simply because of the circumstances.
Manning wanted to know what impact a declaration of a cut of 10% would have
on the legislature -- would it be an invitation to cut even deeper. Blumel
did not see it as a serious threat. Johnson reported having read that if
PSU declared financial exigency then the whole system would follow suit.
Blumel indicated that the Chancellor had made that assertion at the board
meeting; if exigency became a reality for one institution, it would be a
reality for all. Kimbrell pointed out that at this point we have only one
given, the Governor's proposed budget. He suggested planning for that
possibility and wondered if that budget required declaration of exigency.
Blumel countered that we have two specific sets of information, the
Governor's budget and the direction of the Ways and Means Committee to
plan for budget reductions of 10% below that, and we have, pursuant to
that, the action of the State Board in saying how the system would accomplish that further 10% reduction. Dueker thought that we.risk, i f we wait,
being given a much reduced budget that would be more difficult to live with.
Proposing our own cuts and pointing out at this time where the problems will
occur gives us an opportunity to influence the budget in terms of making our
problems known to the legislature. Blumel added that pUblic discussion of
the impacts of the cuts would be recognition of the consequences, and therefore the results might be positive. Ross wanted to know if there is a distinction between declaration of exigency and being in exigency. Blumel
agreed that the distinction is between a declaration and actually having to
implement it; therefore the Chancellor's comment should be taken in that
light: the entire system would not be thrown into exigency unless that condition had to be implemented •. Swanson wanted to know how you could declare
exigency without being there, and once you declare it, how do you get out of
it if you aren't there. Blumel responded that we are dealing with circumstances of a high degree of uncertainty; our best judgement at this particular
time is that the outcome is going to require reductions. Swanson then
asked whether the declaration is the thing that gets us into exigency.
Blumel explained that we are there in the sense that we take certain steps;
there is nothing to say that if circumstances change that those steps
could not be reversed or cancelled. Conroy wanted to know if there may be
a chance that UO or OSU would declare exigency first and PSU would have to
follow and whether there was an advantage to declaring first. Blumel saw
no particular advantages to being first; rather, there may be disadvantages
to being there by yourself •. Bierman discerned two questions, one is the
welfare of the faculty concerned, and the other is the public question. He
asked whether the declaration affected the plans being made to protect the
faculty who may be involved in it. Exigency permits people to get a shorter
notice, which really does not help things; it is merely a legal provision.
He believed that trying to second-guess the legislature and trying to influence them with early declaration of exigency is a dangerous game. Blumel
countered that it was clear that everything depended on the fate of the
revenue measures. While no one is able to predict the outcome at this time,
people in Salem who are willing to talk most candidly about this issue
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suggest that some of the Governor's revenue package will likely be passed,
but not all of it. The situation does not look good. Bates asked if
anyone had identified which portions of the Governor's proposal may be cut.
Blumel answered that at this time they were viewed as an amount of revenue
rather than specifics of a plan. Bates also wanted to know if there was
anything in the contract or process that would prevent us from deferring
the declaration of exigency while going ahead with contingency planning
such as is being done now. Blumel said there is nothing to preclude the
kind of discussion and analysis being done now by various committees. The
question is how far the process is likely togo prior to a declaration and
prior to the presentation of some specific plan which is the basis for
general discussion. Midson observed that the legislature will have an idea
of the severity of the cuts, because they have asked us to provide them with
the plans. Blumel said that they will only be aware of general consequences
of the cuts, e.g., reduced student FTE will imply a reduction in staff.
Brenner pointed out that one factor which had not been mentioned had to do
with what kind of salary package we will eventually get. The current budget
plan is for 6% salary increases during each year of the b.iennium. If the
increase should be larger, then the dollars have to corne from somewhere, and
if the revenues are fixed and there is no tax package, the expenditures will
go up by whatever the difference in the salary package is. Thus getting
half of the Governor's tax package may not mean only a 5% cut in programs -we may go back to the 10% cut level. Fiasca asked if the state Board or the
presidents had discussed taking action simultaneously, system-wide. Blumel
reported that the Chancellor had proposed atone point that early declaration
of exigency be made for the entire system. There was a great deal of disagreement abbut that. The institutions which did not favor the plan were
very fearful of the external, largely national consequences of that kind of
publicity in terms of the image and reputation of the institutions, the
ability to recruit quality people, and they therefore wanted to delay as
long'as possible·. The decision was therefore made not to declare exigency
yet; this is not to say that at some point further down the line the Board
might not decide to in fact declare exigency system-wide.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Karant-Nunn presented the final reading of a constitutional amendment of
Article VIII, Paragraph 2, reporting that the·Advisory Council found this
amendment satisfactory~ The amendment was passed unanimously.
NEW BUSINESS
1.

(

E. Enneking moved "that Math 95 not be approved as part of the 18
credits in Science toward Out-of-major Distribution Requirements."
Heath spoke in support of the motion but wondered if the change
would still get into the next catalog. Tosi and Dobson thought it
would. White talked about changing the numbering system so that
all courses below 50 would be non-college credit. Manning wondered
why the University should offer any courses at all which were not
college level. Bennett said that we have an obligation to continue
preparatory classes as a community service. Bates reminded the
Senate that the distribution requirement was the only thing under
discussion today. With that the motion was passed.
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2.

Midson presented a number of motions from the Academic Requirements
Committee. These had been presented in terms of recommendations in
the Committee's Annual Report earlier in the agenda, but the Committee
now sought the force of a formal motion for points 9, 11, 13, 14,
15, and 17 in the report. All were passed. In connection with #14,
the Division of Engineering and Applied Science circulated their
"Eligibility, Selective Admission and Continuation Policies." After
reviewing that, the Senate was satisfied. #15 was presented for
approval in principle. Heath explained that the ARC had been given
and approved a set of standards which provide minimum qualifying
criteria for students who wish to go into upper-division programs in
Business Administration. What the ARC has asked for is a detailed
account of the selection criteria which B.A. will use in case there
is an over abundance of students relative to the resources available,
and in case choices have to be made from among qualifying students.
Heath pointed out that if B.A. chose specific standards, they would
have to be approved by the ARC. Parker clarified that we were only
talking about admission standards. Youngelson moved to eliminate
the last sentence of statement 15; the amendment passed, and,the
main motion passed.

3.

At this point in the agenda Moor moved that the Senate turn to the
discussion of the declaration of exigency and its timing. The
motion passed. M. Enneking urged that the Senate first discuss the
question of timing, since other recommendations regarding programs
would be coming down the road later. Bates felt that the Senate has
an advisory function and should be allowed to exercise it on the
total topic under discussion, and not just timing. R. Nussbaum
wonde~ed if there was any discussion of the AAup Budget Committee's
report which had been given at the end of the previous meeting.
There being none, Moor moved th~t
"The Senate recommend that the President declare neitl:er financial
exigency nor the need to reduce or eliminate departments or programs
until final legislative action determines the budget' for the nex,t
biennium.",
Chino asked whether the coilective bargaining agreement precluded
real discussion of the issues or priorities prior to th~ declaration
of exigency, since t'he legislature has asked us to submit contingency
plans for various levels of reduction. He wondered if these plans
could not be specified in conjunction with the collective bargaining
unit prior to a declaration of exigency, so that everything is agreed
upon. If then exigency is required, there can be a very ready
approval of what has already been done and agreed upon. Blumel
responded that the agreement precludes the issuing of tentative or
preliminary report by the administration prior to a declaration.
Other kinds of discussion can and should go on in the Senate, Budget
Committee, or other bodies. If we wait and then have to do something
very quickly, we violate the intent of the collective bargaining
agreement, if not the letter. Blumel pointed out that the legislature
had asked the State Board, not the institutions, to submit a plan in

{
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general terms. A portion of that general plan is allocated to PSU,
and it was that which was outlined in the March Senate meeting. Moor
agreed that the President is prohibited from maki,ng proposals at this
time, though bodies of the faculty.may propose. Youngelson asked·for
the rationale behind the motion~ Moor explained that very serious
harm is done when it is proposed that certain departments should be
cut and others not; there would be in-fighti?g; when departments are
identified, certain individuals will know that they are being proposed
for termination; the morale problem it would create is known to some
exten~ because of what happened twice before in 1971 and 1974 when
people were told before it was known that there was an emergency that
they would lose their jobs. It turned out in those cases that they
didn't lose their jobs in the end, but they suffered a good deal, as
did the administrator who was responsible for one of the decisions.
Bennett suggested that equally devastating to morale and other
aspects of the University's function would be the counterpart situation, where month after month all departments and all individual
faculty members (with very limited· exceptions) know that they could
be on a list of potential cuts. Unless and until specific proposals
are presented to the faculty for discussion, no· one will know whether
they are on or off the book. Until that time, no one can really get
back to the ·business of running the university,·. developing programs
that will be preserved, even if some others might be. cut, or looking
for viable alternatives for those faculty or programs that might be
eliminated. Buell believed that waiting for the news would do more
damage to morale than if we made our statement and our stand now, and
thereby have some possibility of affecting the outcome to be more
advantageous to us. Burying our heads in the name of humanity in the
face of this exigency or b~nkruptcy situation, and waiting until
summer, when the campus is virtually deserted" to make program proposal
cuts, is absolute madness. Moor said that waiting till mid-summer
may net mean that we would have to give very short notice before
September; the budget cuts would have to be much more severe than
anybody is anticipating. As long as the .96 reduction is an option,
it will not be necessary to give anyone notice in the first year of
the biennium. Brenner pointed out, however, that the .96 did not
save enough money to cover the entire cost of the 10% cut. It is
misleading to think that the 4% would be enough money to cover everything. The 10% cut means approximately $4.5 million at PSU. The
first year's cut would be about $3 million; the 4% of salaries
amounts to $1. 2 million -- nearly $2 million off. That money would
have to be saved some way. To do it without eliminating people would
mean, for instance, that we totally eliminate all library budgets,
all equipment, and we would still be $800,000 short. Buell argued
that faculty and students would speak with a louder voice if they
kn~w specifically how they will be affected by program cuts; there-·
fore we should not put off the basic reality. Beeson said that the
problem he had with declaring exigency now is that we really don't
know the severity of the cuts and we're dealing with so much
uncertainty that we will not know which of the several plans will
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ultimately be enacted. R. Nussbaum agreed that having to deal with
six different plans would be very confusing and demoralizing. If we
c,ol!ld have certainty, he said he might be in agreemeht with Buell.
The problem was weighing between two equally distasteful possibilities.
Gard wanted the President to expand on the disadvantages he saw in
having PSU declare exigency first. Blum~l explained that it does single
the institution out; to a certain extent that has already been done.
The consequences of our announcements and thediscussiohs have had
that effect extern~lly. B. Enneking wanted to know, if exigency
were declared, how'~specific the plan going to departments wbuld be.
Would they be general questions like what impacts a 10% cut would
'have? Blumel explained that plans would have to make some tentative
allocations to the departmental program level for various levels of
cuts. Sugarman reported that the IFS met with about 30 legislators
on Saturday, and he wondered if declaring exigency now would not
stimulate those who support higher education to support the Governor's
tax program. Dueker supported that view. He testified a week ago
at a sub~committee meeting in Salem and reported coming away with the
feeling that if we sit by we, will get a larger cut than if we marshal
our efforts and mobilize our support and make our case heard. Chino
added that it was important that faculty, administrators and students
cooperate in their endeavor to apprize the legislature of'the effects
various cuts would have on the institution in order tb give them the
incentive to p~eserve highet education. Youngelson also felt that
concern, for faculty welfare demanded early knowledge of the probable
situation. Brenner reported that three departments had let their
faculty know where they stood in the pecking order of seniority; if a
plan we~e to be put out, unnecessary anxieties of those people who
would nbt be cut would be put to rest, and those who,are likely to be
cut wbuld be given extra months in which to make their difficult
decisions. Beeson wanted to know the timeline for the plan, if
exigency were declared. Blume I said that the intent would be to have
it out, for proper discussion before the end of the academic year, but
he pointed ,out th?t the exact time is difficult to predict, since he
is looking for input to various faculty bodies now discussing the
problem. Johnson said that financial exigency means you can't pay
your ,bills,nbt you may not be able to pay your bills; in that sense
thetirning ought to be delayed until you know tha~ you cannot pay
them. Blumelwarned that; you cannot use the literal meaning, and that
!tis a question of judgement. Moor argued for compassion for those
likely to be cut. He said that AAUP was presenti~g various options
for accomplishing different cuts, among them the proposal to allow
people who would be cut the second year to'work half time in the
first year and halftime in the second year. Sugarman reminded the
Senate that IFS and AOF have both come out against the .96 option;
also several legislators seem strongly oppOsed to it. Brenner
reminded the Senate that .96 was also opposed by the faculty in the
survey. Moor said, however, that AAUP wants to make .96 a possibility
and will bargain for it. Bunch said that the faculty survey was taken
before much information was known. Blumel pointed out that the money
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reduction of the .96 plan had to also include the classified staff and
must be argued with both groups. Swanson wanted to know if departments
would have considerable liberty in deciding how to accommodate cuts.
Blumel replied that departments would have broad possibilities and much
latitude for making reductions. E. Ennekihg called for a roll call
vote on the motion. The vote was 19 yes, 22 no, 1 abstention.
Beeson moved that "the Senate recommend
that the President not declare
exigency until we have the new revenue projections in May, unless necessary." Howard saw no advantages to this motion over the previous one.
Bentley warned that we should not tie the PresIdent down to waiting for
the legislature. The motion was defeated.
Bennett then moved "that the Faculty Senate forward to President Joseph
Blumel a recommendation that a declaration of financial exigency, if
deemed necessary, be made at the earliest practical date, thereby permitting prompt and timely cOhsideration of specific plans for program modification and/or staff reductions." Bates argued that this motion went to
the other extreme, and he proposed an amendment that allowed the President
to exercise his own judgement. M. Enneking ruled that that was not an
amendment. Kimbrell observed that the Senate had given the President
confusion and not advice. L. Nussbaum and Grimes spoke in support of the
motion. Bingham and Bierman wanted to know what the motion would accomplish. Beeson asked if the President could declare exigency now and submit
the plan later. Blumel emphasized that he will not make up his mind until
all information is in from the constitutional committees, the AAUP, and
the Senate. Bierman stated that the intent is that the declaration is
going to be declared, but Bates pointed out that Bierman had overlooked
the crucial phrase I~if necessary." A roll call vote on the motion resulted
in 20 yes, 16 no and 3 abstentions.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.
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MEMORANDUM
TO The Faculty Senate
mO,\1

DAlE

April 10, 1981

The Uni vers i ty Budget Commi ttee

SUBJECT:

Annual Report

At the beginning of the year, the Budget Committee set two goals for itself:
1. TO help the President develop a University budget which would
insure the continued growth and development of our programs
during the next year and biennium.
2. TO develop information from which the adequacy of funding of
PSU's programs could be determined.

(
(

The idea1ism of the early Fall qui ckly gave way to the stark real i ty of the
University's current budget situation. The developments. within the Oregon
economy forced the committee to focus virtually exclusively on the first
of our two goals. The Governor's Budget for 1981-83 proposes a funding
level' at Portland State which would require a cut in expenditures of'
approximately 2.75 percent of .the Education and General portion of the
1979-80Beginning'Base Budget. Stalled tax increase proposals led the
Joint Ways and Means Committee of the Legislature to direct all State
Agencies to develop proposals for an additional 10 percent cut in their
budgets (making a total cut at PSU about 12.75 percent per year based,
on the 1979-80 Beginhing Base Budget). Additional uncertainties about
state revenues, expenditure~,ahd ollocationsof b~dget ~eduction burdens,
forced thi scommittee to undertake a compl ex, deta il ed and extens i ve process to prepare a set of budget contin~ency plans for PSU.
1st Interim Report
At the March 2nd meeting of the Senate, the cpmmitteepresented its tenta~
tive fi~dihgs, tonc~tning the following matters:
1~
Size of the problem
.
2. Committee decision process'
3. Valu~~~sed'
'.
4. Value weighting
5~ . AJte~nati~e budget reduction processes (scen~rios)
6.. ' Scenari 0 ranking!;
.
A full copy of thi s report appears in the April 6, 1981 mi nutes of the
.
Faculty Senate.,
2nd Interim Report

At

the April 6th meeting, the committee expanded its report to the faculty
detailing the fbl10wlng:
1. Selection of two scenarios for use in the comm1ttee's future
work: mit:limization of impacts on growth programs and use 6f
program eliminations where appropriate.
2~ Types of budget reductions planned:
. a. ,Specific cuts (non-personnel)
b. Program eliminations

.

~

.

'

The Faculty Senate
April 10, 1981
Memo - Page two
C. General cuts to programs
The magnitude of reductions in instructioh and non-instruction
for each level of potential budget reduction.
4. The three growth related criteria used t'odetermine the magnitude of the general cut for each department and program (pure
growth, student vs. faculty growth, and workload).
5. Data used in making the committee's analysis.
6. The general cut approach which reduced programs which did poorly
on our growth criteria more than those which did well. '
7. The tasks remaining for the committee including decisions on
program elimination recommendations and the details of our final
proposed plan.
The specifics of this 2nd report should appear in the current Senate
minutes.

3.

Declaration of Financial Exigency or Budget Reduction
In our role as advisory to the PreSident, the committee studied the
financial facts surrounding the impact of possible 'budget reductions on
P$U. We concluded that there was an overwhelming probability that it
will be necessary' to declare a state of financial exi'gency or budget reduction should even 'a small portion of the currently disdussed 10 percent
budget reduction below the Governor's Budget become reality.
In so far as the timing of that declaratiOn is concerned the committee '
voted unanimously (seven members present) to recommend that the,University·s
tentative plan or set of' plans be developed as rapidly, as is consistent
with thorough analysis, and then disseminated to all fac:ultyso that
appropriate input concerning the tentative plan(s) would be forthcoming
before the end of this academic year.
,.
.
.
The committee rejected the alternative of waiting until some IIfina'"
budget is developed forPSU,for a number of reasOns.
1. Many departments have already discussed layoff priorities.
Early discussion of plans could reduce the anxiety of many.
2. 'Waiting for IIfina"'budgets would likely' delay discussions of
the tentative plan(s) until about July 15th at the earliest.
Many' faculty' may. not be on campus at that time.
3. Early discussions of a tentative plan might influence some of
'
'the decisions made at the legislature asa result of the
mobilization of faculty and students. Such action would come
too late if begun after the legislature has established a
budget.
. .
"
4. It is fairer to affected faculty and students to let them
know their situation as soon as possible.
Conclusions .•
It is too soon to know just what the final outcome of the work of this
conunittee will be. We are still debating the details of many key elements
of our proposed plan .. But itis not too soo~ to recogriize the level of
effort, dedication, professionalism and objectivit~ which has been the
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standard within this committee the entire year. The atmosphere ot
openness and collegiality prevailing in this committee made it possible
to carry out our onerous task this year with care and concern for the
future of the entire Un~ersity.
Respectfully submitted,
University Budget Committee 1980-81
Members
Steven Brenner, Management (Chairman)
Kenneth Butler; library
John Cooper, English
Kenneth Dueker, Urban Affairs
Carl Fahger,Engineering and Applied Science
Alfred levinson, Chemistry
John Longres, Social Work
.
Nancy Mats'chek, Hea lthand Physical Education
George Timmons, Education
John Walter, Economics
(
(

Consul tants
John Gruber, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Kenneth Harris, Budget Officer
.
Lou Merrick; Assistant Budget Officer
James Todd, Vice President for Finance and Administration
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Advisory Council

Re:

Proposed Constitutional Amendment, Article III, Section 3

March 16, 1981

CURRENT WORDING
The Faculty of each department shall by secret ballot of all full-time members
decide the mode by which its choice of department head shall be determined.
Appointment of departmental head shall be in conformity with department members'
judgment as arrived at through pUblished departmental procedures.
The department head shall serve a stated term of three years but without pre":'
judice to his or her re-election or re-appointment. The published proceoure for
determining the department's recommendation to the appropriate dean shall be
implemented by April 15 of the department head's third year in office and every
third year thereafter.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT
faculty of each department shall by secret ballot of all full-time members
(0.5 FTE or more) decide the mode by which its choice of department head, both
reqular and acting, shall be determined. These procedures shall be published
and filed with the Office of Academic Affairs. They shali be implemented by
April 15 of the department h~ad's third year in office and otherwise upon occurrenceof a vacancy in the office of department h.ead. Any revisions of the procedures must be made and filed at least one month before an election.
~he

The ,epartment shall forward the name of its choice to the Dean of the appropriate College or School, who will promptly review the nomination and forward it
with his or her comments to the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Vice
President in turn shall promptly review the nomination and forward it with his
or her comments to the President.
In the circumstances that the President finds substantive reasons to question
the willingness and/or ability of the person chosen by the faculty to fulfill
the functions of that office as described in the current "Position Description
for Department Head," he or she shall, within'fsix weeks of the department
having notified its appropriate administrative officer of its selection, state
in writing to the members of the department his or her reasons for refusing the
appointment. Ordinarily, the department shall then promptly nominate another
person. The final responsibility and authority in appointment of department
h:eads is that of the President. Grievances arising in connection with appointment of department heads will be handled through the Grievance Procedure.
.
The department head shall serve a stated term of three (3) years but without
prejudice to his or her re-election or re-appointment.

,
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To:

Senate Steering Committee

From:

Academic Requirements Committee

March 12, 1981

The following ammendment to Article III Section 1 of the Constitution is
submitted by the Academic Requirements Committee to be inserted after the
.
final paragraph.

University-wide academic requirements shall not be suspended or modified
without prior consideration by the Faculty Senate.

In an emergency the

Academic Requirements Committee or Graduate Council, the Advisory Council,
the Senate President, or the appropriate chairperson shall first
sulted.

becon~

Notification of any change made shall be submitted to the Senate

immediately with a request for ratification.
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TEACHER EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Annual Report to the Faculty Senate
May, 1981
The Teacher Education Committee is to serve in an advisory capacity to
coordinate the activities of the schools, colleges and departments which are
directly involved in teacher education. The Committee is to provide a communication link between the School of Education and those departments concerned
with teacher education. It is to advise the School of Education on problems
of admissions and graduation and academic standards.
The major concerns addressed by the Committee this year relate to (1) the
interaction between the academic departments and the School of Education when
requirements for teaching endorsements are developed and (2) the quality expectations for work required for a standard certificate and/or MAT/MST. Requirements for teaching endorsement refer to the courses listed by departments in
the catalog under the heading "Secondary Education Program."
In an effort to bring to the attention of those involved in teacher
education the desirability of input from both the academic area and the School
of Education, the Committee recently adopted the following policy.
The Teacher Education Committee believes that when a college,
school or department establishes the re~uirements for b new
secondary endorsement or makes a change ,in an, existing
secondary endorsement, the unit should seek input from
sources that are in contact with pub1ic school teachers as
well as relying on the judgement of its own faculty. To
this end the Teacher Education Committee strongly recommends
that a faculty member, who is a subject matter specialist
in the area of the endorsement 6f the School of Education
be involved in the deliberations that lead to the development
of new requirements. It is the belief of the Teacher
Education Committee that the joint input of the subject
matter unit and of the School of Education will prove beneficial.
Copies of the policy will be sent to those involved at Portland State in
setting teaching requirements.
In some situations, academic departments have had different quality
expectations for their MS/MA degrees than for their MST/MAT degrees. The
Committee supports the concept that the requirements for the standard teaching
certificate and the MST and MAT degrees should have the same quality expectations as other graduate programs but a differentiated content. The Committee
expects to complete proposed policy statements related to this concept. These
statements would be reviewed by the graduate and other appropriate committees
before final consideration is given to implementing these policies.
Mary Argast ~ student
Valerie Messervy - student
C. Pollock - BA
G. Guthrie - PSY
R. Scruggs - HPE
D. Leu - ED
N. Rose, Chairperson - SCI

M. Fi asca - ED
R. Morton - AA
G. Guy - ED

2
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The Board received and discussed a report from the Director on the
effects of possible budget reductions. The Board also received a request
from the Student Advisory committee to recommend a chang in the name of the
program from Universtiy Scholars' to University Honors. The Board will be
discussing this request and proposing a process for consulting with
departments and administrative officers as to its desirability and feasibility.

(

(
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS' BOARD
May 4, 1981

(
(

During the 1980-1981 adacemic year, the University Scholars' Board
met to review current program offerings and those proposed for 1981-1982.
Although the program budget was reduced by 10%, money was raised through
grants from private foundations, from the Oregon Committee for the Humanities,
and from a benefit concert organized by the students in the program.
Consequently the colloquia and lecture series originally planned for this
year have been held. Enrollment in the colloquia has been at a maximum level;
nd the four lecturers who have visited to date have met with the Scholars'
colloquia and with departments, and community groups. Professor Heilbroner's
1ectures were attended by 1000, Professor Kukl i ck I s by 100, Professor Stent' s
by 350, and Professor Paul's by 75. Special meetings were arranged with
the Departments of Economics, Philosophy, and Biology and with the Institute
for Policy Studies with the appropriate visiting scholar. Scholars' students
meld receptions for the appropriate departments and used money raised by the
benefit concert to provide food and refreshments. With the exception of the
faculty of the Department of Economics who attended the reception for Professor
Heilbronerand were most gracioas to him, the faculty response was abysmal. The
students have decided to suspend this social feature of the program for the
faculty.
Six colloquia are being developed for the 1981-1982 academic year.
In planning this year, the Board discussed the process of developing the
colloquia and identifying the visiting scholars. The Director of the Program
reported that for three years letters were sent to each department head
describing the colloquia, explaining the funding, and requesting that faculty
make recommendati ons. In three years, four proposal s were ade, all of whi ch
were developed. In asking faculty about the minimal response, the most frequent
answer was that the information had never been received. For this year
certain areas of interest have been identified and individual faculty have
been contacted as to their interest and suggestions. To date five visitng
scholars have indicated that they are willing to participate: Professor
Aldo Scaglione, Professor of Comparative Literature, Univ. of North Carolina;
Professor John Schaar, Professor of Political Science, Univ. of California,
Santa Cruz; Professor Mark Poster, Professor of History, Univ. of California,
Irvine; ProfessorSteven Stanley, Professor of Geophysics, Johns Hopkins;
Professor William Clebsch, Professor of Religious Studies, Stanford.
As in the past appropriate departments will be asked if they would like
to invite the visitors to meet with faculty and students in special seminars etc.
There were no decisions relating to personnel as no decisions needed to be
made. A subcommittee of the Board received 20 proposals for independent study
projects and 10 proposals for Undergraduate theses. The subcommittee reviewed
the proposals and made recommendations for approval or alteration. Forty -five
students were admitted to the program duirng this year. Six students received
degrees at Fall and Winter commencement. Twenty students have applied for Spring
and Summer term commencement. Ten students have left the program, four by choi'ce,
six who have fallen below the minimum GPA requirement. No appeals were made to
the Board. One hundred and seventy-five students are currently in the Program.

D.

,~.

Recommended theappoint~ntof a faculty member to
serve asAIAW representative to the BQatd. One of this
individu~1'8re8p()nsibilitieswould be to make eligibility
determ~nations for$tuden~~thletea in th~ WOmen's varsity
program. ,
~ngaged

in e~tensive discussione regarding the long term
of both v$rsity and non-varsity athletics at Portland
~tate.
Th!sdiscussiQft will be continued throughout the
~emainder of this academic year and will probably extend
into the 1981-1982 academ~c year.
ro1~

University

Athletic~ ~ Me~ers

Robert Lockwood, chairperson
James Hale
Steve Kosokoff
William Mannin.g
Mary Grimes
JohrtHeiser
Gary Scarff

Administration of Justice
Education
,
Speech Co~~n1¢ation

'~usinessAd~~istra~i6n

"Counselling Services
Stud~nt Me~ber

Student Member

Ex-officio Members
j

(

Vice Presiden~ Finance and
Administration
" Director of Varsity Athletics
~sociat~ Director of Varsity
Athletics
Dean of the ~chool of Health
and Physical Education
NC~Faculty Representative
Director Of Intramural Program
Program 'Executive for the
S¢hoo~ofHealth&'PhysicalEd.

James Todd
Roy Love
, Betty Rankin
jack 'Schendel
Bob Casteel
Charles Becker
Sylvia Plumer

Respectfully

submitted~

Robert w. Lo~~ood
Chairp!3rson
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Faculty Senate'
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Th'e tJniv~rsl~y.";~~h}~et,f~$j;~pai;d':Uii c6mposed of five (5) faculty
members, ttvo (2) student, members'~ 'and' seven' (7) ex-officio members, including:
the Vice-President for Finance and Administration~ the Faculty NCAA Representative, the Dean and Program Executive of the S~hoo,l qf ll~alth and fhysical
Education, the Director and Associati::\ ':bite~tor of'ind~rc()liegiateAthletics,
and the Director of the Intramural Sports Program. The BOa.,rd serves as the
institutional advisory bo<ly to the Presideht"im-d'the1acU:lty'Seri~teinthe
development of, and' adherence to, policies and budgets govern;i.ng P()ri:l!lnd
State "s programs" in intercollegiate athletics, intramurals, chil:>. sports, ,and
genetaI's tudent ; rec'i:e-a d'o'u.
' , " ...,
,
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;'Dur':lng the' 1980-1981 academic year~ the univers:LtY,1ititet{cs
.•
'<l.,
-: ,.." .
Board has been ;itivolV~d'in the following activities:
~

Reviewed, recommended modifications, a~:d;~pprove:ci,i,h~~
budgets for intercollegiate athletics, intramura1~,c1ub
spot:~~" and ,general student recreation for 1981-19'82.

A.
I~' .

. .'

<~

,.' .
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" ,,' , As': regards varsity athletics, the aoard i s delibe~ati.orts;'
',' . tye:tesotfi~ of the most extensive in the B6~rd'is hist6ry~'
'the' resti.~t of these often. painful deliberations. was a
retomm~fidation to the President that the fol1bwing sports
~:ropped from the varsity program:

be

'", :.j

"

"

1.
~;

.

,

~.',

'"i

2.
3.

Men's basketball
Men's and Women's gynmas tics and" swi~i~g
Womeri's fencing

,,', :'TIle Board also recommended that men's varsity football be
shifted to the Division II Level.
B.
'..

~";":...

'c.

Mon,itored Portland State's continued in.terest in a conference affiliation for men and women's intercollegiate
a,th1e tics.
.

,!;~

." .-",':

"Apprbved"'revisions in the Eligibility Regulations for
Intercollegiate Ath1etiG Programs at PSU to make it clear
that no disparity existed in the treatment of men and
women student-athletes.
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standard within this committee the entire year. The atmosphere ot
openness and collegiality prevailing in this committee made it possible
to carry out our onerous task this year with care and concern for the
future of the entire Un~ersity.
Respectfully submitted,
University Budget Committee 1980-81
Members
Steven Brenner,Management (Chairman)
Kenneth Butler; Library
John Cooper, English
Kenneth Dueker, Urban Affairs
Carl Fanger, Engineering and Applied Science
Alfred Levinson, Chemistry
J'ohn Longres, Social Work
Nancy Matsthek, Hea lthand Physical Education
George Timmons, Education
John Walter, Economics
(
(

Consul tants
John Gruber, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Kenneth Harris, Budget Officer .
Lou Merricki Assistant Budget Officer
James Todd, Vice President for Finance and Administration
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PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
April 15, 1981
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TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

Jim Heath, Dean of Undergraduate

SUBJECT:

Challenge Program Recommendation

~tudies q{} <

Karen Tosi, PSU Challenge Program Coordinator ....v.- Y.·

Last January, the Office of Academic Affairs provided the
Faculty Senate with the annual report for the Challenge
Program (formerly known as Proj ect Advance). At that time,
OAA promised to make a recommendation during Spring term
regarding the fut ure of the program.
OAA recommends that the Senate approve continuation of the
Challenge Program. The ceiling of 800 students authorized by
the Senate in May, 1977 should be continued.
JH:KT:mo

